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Document Purpose

This document (Stage 2) builds on the previous stage of work (Stage 1) which set the scene of
technology enabled smart mobility in Wellington by reviewing the policy context and framework
and identifying enablers and barrier to success.
The content of Stage 2 is several ‘Inspiration’ case studies and material to inform the development
of a Transport and Technology action plan for the Wellington Region. This plan will recommend
practical short-term technology focused actions, describe a medium-term approach to managing a
‘city in transition’ and a long-term technology vision for future mobility in the Wellington region
(Stage 3).
The case studies in this document and the accompanying presentation serve three purposes:
•
•
•

To educate stakeholders and newcomers because this is a rapidly changing area of
transportation.
To allow our clients and stakeholders to understand the direction we intend to take and make
sure this is aligned with expectations.
To ensure that the internal project team is aligned in their views before Stage 3 commences.

This document is an internal working document and is not intended for public
release.
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Introduction

The case studies presented in this report have been selected from the Opus project team’s
experience at international conferences, through professional networks, and from other active and
recent projects and that have stood out as we continue to actively monitor the smart mobility
market sector for strategic business purposes.
The case studies provide real-world examples of how and where technology has been used to
improve a city’s transport system. The team looked not only for examples of technology, but also
for processes and action plans that offered useful delivery frameworks for implementation.
Most the case studies have already been written up by the cities from which they originate, our
work provides an overview and highlights, readers are encouraged to refer to these comprehensive
documents if they are seeking more detail than has been included here.
The case studies fall into two categories:
a. Cities that are well underway with their smart mobility and technology strategies and
investment:
•
•

Singapore (rapid population increase, decoupled from traffic growth, began ‘smart city’ work in
2014 but built on a foundation of innovation and technology)
Helsinki, Finland (leading ‘mobility as a service’ (MaaS) and technology-enabled demand
responsive public transport (DRT))

b. Cities that are starting major initiatives in 2016/17:
•
•
•

•

Columbus, Ohio (winners of the US DoT ‘Smart City Challenge’, a focus on pilot corridors, well
established as an innovative city with a growing technology hub, excellent process)
Lessons learnt from the US Smart City Challenge Finalists (published in January 2017, a good
source of initiatives and ideas)
Los Angeles County’s Shared-use Mobility Action Plan (integrates newcomers to the shared-use
mobility marketplace with traditional rapid transit; building a comprehensive transportation
system encompassing private and public services; useful framework for an action plan,
community focused activities)
Transport for New South Wales- On Demand Transport Pilot.
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Case Studies

3.1

Singapore- out in front

Singapore is the world’s only island city-state it covers an area of 719.1 km². Figure 3-1 below
indicates the size of Singapore (within the red shape) relative to the size of Wellington.
Over the past fifty years Singapore has experienced both a rapid resident population growth (from
~1.8 million resident population in 1965 to ~5.6 million in 2016) as well as a 6-fold increase in
vehicle numbers (~160,000 to ~952,000) over the same period1.
To counteract the traffic impacts of these increases Singapore has developed a strong history of
intelligent transport solutions which lead it to win the 2013 C40 and Siemens Climate Leadership
Awards’ Intelligent Infrastructure category for Intelligent Transport Systems2. The initiatives that
contributed toward the award have direct relevance to Wellington as potential future technologies
and approaches to mobility in the central city:
•

•

•

•

One of the world’s first electronic road
pricing systems (ERP). The ERP charges for
using the road network are deducted from
smartcards installed on all vehicles by way of
a short-range radio communication system.
The toll varies by traffic flows and time of
day.
Real-time traffic information delivered
through GPS-enabled taxis with information
being “push-out” to motorists of any traffic
incidents on major roads
A smart parking system through which the
Government defines minimum parking
provisions across the city and enables car
park operators to change their pricing
structure based on current demand.
Figure 3-1: Size comparison of Wellington City
Information on the current charges is feed
and Singapore (source:
out to the public in real-time.
http://www.ifitweremyhome.com/compare/NZ/S
A highly integrated public transport system. G)
This has included free public transport in the pre-morning, expanding the rail capacity and
improving the first and last mile commute experience by: promoting walk-cycle-ride, sheltered
walkways, dedicated cycling paths, use of public transport and mobility on demand through
shared vehicles schemes.

Siemens (2014) notes that the above initiatives have contributed to Singapore becoming one of the
least congested major cities in the world. Siemens (2014) noted that the average car speed in
Singapore on main roads is 27km/h, which compares favourably with 16 km/h in London, 11
km/hr in Tokyo and just 5 km/h in Jakarta.
To continue Singapore’s history of finding innovative transport solutions the Singapore
Government launched their vision for Singapore to be a “Smart Nation” in November, 2014. The
1

ITS World Congress, 2016, Smart Cities Plenary Session. Men Leong Chew, Chief Executive, Land Transport Authority, Singapore

2

http://www.siemens.com/press/pool/de/events/2014/infrastructure-cities/2014-06-CCLA/singapore-climate-close-up.pdf last accessed 22/2/17
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vision of the Singapore Smart Nation was summarised by Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong in 2014
as:
“Our vision is for Singapore to be a Smart Nation – A nation where people live meaningful
and fulfilled lives, enabled seamlessly by technology, offering exciting opportunities for
all” 3
A central theme of the Smart Nation concept is that it places citizens as the central focus of the
strategy as opposed to the technology. Keeping the citizens the central focus is achieved by placing
key emphasis on the following five areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Transport
Home and environment
Business productivity
Health and enabling aging
Public sector services

Within the framework above when transport improvements are looked at, it is done so through the
lens of how would a change affect the other four key areas. The framework enables universal design
whereby, for example, when a change is made in the availability of digital public transport
information available via Smartphone apps, alternatives (such as access via public ally available
kiosks) are also provided to ensure that people with no cell phone or limited data plans have equal
access to information.
Under the Smart Nation vision citizens and businesses are invited to develop solutions on specific
challenges. The Government’s role in this process is to put in place the infrastructure, policies and
enablers to encourage: innovation, experimentation and risk taking. Current initiatives include:
•

•

Development of a live test-bed in the Yuhua estate area for smart home technologies, through
which residents who sign up get to try test, evaluate and help develop technologies before they
are more widely rolled-out.
Development of a living laboratory that sets aside space for both companies and researchers to
develop, prototype and pilot technological solutions. Included in this living laboratory is the
“one-north” district where the following initiatives are being trailed:
»
»

•

•

•

3

Autonomous vehicle trials are currently being carried out on a six-km test route.
Mobility on demand is being trialled in two separate partnerships between Singapore’s
Land Transport Authority (LTA), and Delphi Automotive Systems and nuTonomy. A key
focus of these trials is increasing comfort and convenience for commuters particularly for
the first and last mile and intra town travel.

Establishment of a committee for the development of Autonomous Road Transport for
Singapore (CARTS). This committee is charged with setting the autonomous vehicle strategic
direction. Research is also being undertaken to provide standards for autonomous vehicles.
Establishment of the Center for Healthcare Assistive and Robotics Technology (CHART) at
Changi General Hospital. CHART is tasked with enabling collaboration from academia,
industry and research institutions, to deliver healthcare solutions.
Increasing the amount of Government open data in machine readable formats that thrid parties
can use. This has included development of the “Smart Nation Platform to enable greater
ITS World Congress, 2016, Smart Cities Plenary Session. Men Leong Chew, Chief Executive, Land Transport Authority, Singapore
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•
•

•

“pervasive connectivity, better situational awareness through gathering and sharing of useful
data between agencies”.
Maintaining a focus on Cyber security and data privacy. This focus includes understanding both
the risks as well as developing safeguards.
Ongoing improvements to public transport. Payment for public transport is currently a key
focus for improvements. People are now able to pay for their trips via: android, apple and
Samsung pay. The Land Transport Authority is also investigating payment via wearable
technology.
Provision of industry and start-up ecosystem support and in building computational
capabilities.

3.1.1

Relevance to Wellington

Whilst Singapore is larger than Wellington it is noted that there are some key similarities. Like
Wellington, Singapore is experiencing some of the same pressures including: a growing older
population base, less active people and is continually looking at ways to minimise congestion. In
addition in both cities there is a growing expectation that a more intelligent mobility system should
enhance people’s lives. It is noted that like Singapore, Wellington has undertaken a number of
projects in recent years to enhance the Public Transport network in addition to improvements to
cycling that can be built upon to provide alternatives to single occupancy vehicle travel as well as
providing first and last mile solutions.
However, when considering new innovations for Wellington it is important to note that there are
some differences which when taken overall contribute to Singapore being better able to implement
agile and co-ordinated innovations. These differences include4:
•
•
•

Singapore is the world’s only island city-state. This has advantages in simplifying the
implementation of plans and strategies as there are fewer competing political agendas.
Whilst Singapore is a democracy, it has always been dominated by a single party whose control
of the system means it can move quickly.
In Singapore, the government or state-owned companies own or control more aspects of its
citizen’s daily life. For example, more than 80% of Singapore’s population live in Government
housing.

There are several key learnings from Singapore that can be incorporated into making Wellington’s
transport system smarter:
•

•

Technologies that enable demand responsive pricing for infrastructure and trips such as
electronic road pricing systems and smart parking systems. These have the potential to increase
the price of travel by private vehicles, reduce single occupancy trips during peak hours, and
make comparatively efficient public transport options more attractive to users.
Development of trial areas to test out innovative solutions.

3.2 Helsinki – Finland leading with MaaS
Helsinki is the capital and the largest city in Finland, it has a population of 596,233. Helsinki has a
Smart and Open City Strategy. Like Singapore, Helsinki has placed citizens at the heart of their
smart initives. It also has a strong history of developing smart innovations. Helsinki is

4

https://www.wsj.com/articles/singapore-is-taking-the-smart-city-to-a-whole-new-level-1461550026 last accessed 22/2/17
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transforming it’s existing public transport system into a “point-to-point” mobility on demand
system by 2025 with the goal of it’s citizens not needing to own a car.
Helsinki’s smart initives include:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

MaaS – rolled out in 2016
Open data and increased transparency via the Helsinki Region Infoshare (HRI). The data
contained is open to everyone, it has over 1,000 data sets and won a 100,000 Euro prise for
Innovation in Public Administration from the European Commission in 2013
Greater transparency in the cities decision making through the Open Aho API which puts all of
the cities decision making documents in one place in a machine-readable format
Model district of smart urban development has been set-up in Lalasatama. The model district
does not rely on one technology or system, it is instead, developed via a holistic approach
Empowering innovation through facilitating engagement between application developers, and
the rest of the cities ICT.
Boosting and scaling up city innovations via harmonization and collaboration
Managing technological change

3.2.1

Helsinki- lessons learnt from a failed DRT project

3.2.2

Relevance to Wellington

3.3 Los Angeles County, USA – Shared Mobility Action Plan
LA County has positioned shared mobility services central
to meeting the regions goals of reducing reliance on
private automobiles and realising a range of social,
environmental and economic benefits that will come
about as a result of changing transportation behaviours.
Shared mobility is a rapidly evolving range of
transportation services, the Shared Use Mobility Centre
defines shared mobility as:
”Transportation services that are shared among users,
including public transport, taxis and limos, bikesharing,
carsharing (round-trip, one-way, and personal vehicle
sharing), ridesharing (car-pooling, van-pooling),
ridesourcing/ride-splitting[/ride-hailing], scooter
sharing, shuttle services, neighbourhood jitneys, and
commercial delivery vehicles providing flexible goods
movement.”5
LA County’s ‘Shared Mobility Action Plan’ has been
included as a case study because it demonstrates a progressive approach to supporting new
mobility services that are reliant on web-enabled technology platforms. These shared services are
practical to implement in most large cities where clear goals and policies are in place and

5 Source: http://sharedusemobilitycenter.org/what-is-shared-mobility/ last accessed 31/1/17
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partnerships between public and private organisations can be brokered to shape future local
growth. LA Country’s Action Plan:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Describes existing shared-use mobility services and demonstrates the potential to add to these
or connect them up (e.g. connecting the different bikeshare providers) to improve the
transportation experience for users.
Describes the policy context that underpins the Plan.
Includes a roadmap for action (with timeframes).
Explains how shared mobility feeds “mass transit” and includes an inventory of existing
services.
Sets tangible goals, including vehicle reduction targets, which make a strong case for
investment.
Defines and describes the role of ‘Integrated Mobility Hubs’ (where people interchange from
shared services onto mass transit or other shared modes).
Emphasises the role that travel demand management plays in ensuring people understand how
to use the transport system and any supporting technology, so that the benefits of new services
and infrastructure can be maximised and to encourage and reward uptake of all shared modes
Includes an electric vehicle corridor.
Considers how shared mobility can increase social inclusion e.g. carsharing in poorer
neighbourhoods.
Makes the case for experimentation in ridesourcing, micro-transit and vanpooling.
Estimates the cost of implementing the Plan and describes a broad range of potential funding
sources.

Other highlights include:
•
•

•

•
•
•

The Action Plan set a target to reduce the drive alone rate by 2%.
A discussion of required technologies to implement and grow shared mobility services,
including mobile enabled platforms for customer access to services and the need for
interoperability between systems as the industry matures.
Targets were set for growth/ mode shift to transit, bikeshare, carshare and carpool and these
were translated into understandable and achievable metrics i.e. number of additional bikes in
bikeshare systems, cars in carshare and riders (or passengers) on carpool & transit (p.16).
Actions to develop or standardise metrics for e.g. carshare & bikeshare system numbers to
assist in monitoring the effectiveness of the Plan.
Targets to reduce vehicle ownership rates within particular cities in LA County (by providing
better mobility options).
Innovative approaches to funding:
»
»

3.3.1

“Measure R” in 2008 increased sales tax by ½c and this increase has funded transit projects
across all of LA’s 5 county’s.
WaiveCar- a carshare operator, was the first to use advertising revenue as part of its
business model and allows 2 hour free rental to users, the cars are mobile billboards.

Relevance to Wellington

Shared mobility is seen as an essential component of the transportation system in LA and, even
though it is much smaller, Wellington could also ‘extend the reach’ of its BRT through shared-use
services and grow ridership. LA’s plan is transformational, particularly for the communities where
it wants to reduce private car ownership by providing more affordable options.

7

Shared mobility services are already present in Wellington with a number of companies offering
small scale car share schemes. In late 2016 MEVO announced a waiting list of customers before
their launch; CityHop has a handful of central city car sharing locations; and Roam, a peer-to-peer
car sharing service, has a local presence. Other services such as Shyft have failed to take traction in
the past however the emergence in the past two years of more providers in the space makes it one
to watch.
Growing all elements of a ‘shared mobility’ system is an action that Wellington will need to take in
order to expand the reach of its rapid transit network. Integrated ‘shared mobility’ hubs are the
next wave of interchanges for a future transport system, these don’t just bring transport services
together to enable interchange, they also integrate fare and technology to enable seamless
transfers.
It is important that shared mobility services are supported and guided by local authorities to
ensure interoperability of technology platforms. Future models such as Mobility as a Service will
require both public and private transport services to have integrated ticketing and journey
planning systems available to customers.
LA’s plan is ambitious, but it is founded on experiences to date and a commitment to achieve
transformational change, being a step ahead of Wellington, it will yield useful evidence and lessons
learnt that Wellington will be able to use to inform its own plans. For example, we might expect to
see design guideines for Shared Use Mobility Hubs.
Wellington faces different challenges to LA because it does not benefit from the reasonably mature
shared mobility marketplace that LA can call on. Wellington needs to consider either how it can
grow or partner with these businesses at home, or how it can attract business to invest from
overseas. Additional challenges include:
•
•

•

Supporting emerging services and their associated technology platforms without becoming
wedded to a particular system, or being face with many disparate systems, in the future.
Harnessing technology, such as integrating shared mobility services with public transport apps
and platforms, to promote the behaviour change required to increase public acceptance and use
of new models of car ownership (or non-ownership).
Harmonising public systems (such as ticketing and journey planning for public transport) with
private service providers so users can pay with one personal account or via a single platform.
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3.4 Columbus- winners of DOT’s 2015 Smart City Challenge
In June 106, Columbus were announced as the
winner of the USA Department for
Transportation’s (USDOT’s) Smart City Challenge
to “create an integrated, first-of-its-kind smart
transportation system that would use data,
applications and technology to help people and
goods move faster, cheaper and more
efficiently”.6
The Columbus Vision Statement provides a
comprehensive description of the initiatives that
the city plans to implement7 and a summary of
the lessons learnt from all the Challenge finalists
can be found in the next section of this document.
This section lists the key components of the Smart
Columbus Vision statement and details the
relevance of the winner’s vision to Wellington.
Columbus, Ohio is a fast-growing medium sized
city in the mid-west of the USA. It has won a
number of technology and future focused awards
including:

Figure 3-2: Columbus Ohio Smart City
Application

• “#1 Intelligent Community, Intelligent
Communities Forum
• #2 Large American City “City of the Future”
fDI Magazine (2015) and
• #3 Best city for Millenials, Money Magazine
(2015)”

Columbus is larger than Wellington, with close to 800,000 residents and relatively dense with 39%
of the metropolitan population living in the City. It has a growing tech area, research and
technology institutions and is nationally recognised for innovation. The USDOT’s challenge offered
an opportunity to boost ‘smart’ plans that were already in place and reinvent the city’s ‘smart
transport’ system.
The City used the Challenge to address its challenges, including:
•

Aging population.

6 https://www.transportation.gov/policy-initiatives/smartcity/smart-city-challenge-lessons-building-cities-future last accessed 27 Jan

2017
7

https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/Columbus%20OH%20Vision%20Narrative.pdf last accessed 27 Jan 2017
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•
•
•

Growing younger population moving to denser
central areas.
Mobility access for several neighbourhoods.
A growing economy and population with related
housing and commercial, passenger and freight
and environmental impacts.

Were these problems to be solved, the benefits would
be as shown in the City’s Vision diagram (see Figure
3-3).
This diagram guided the strategies within the
Columbus proposal i.e.:
•

•

•

•

•

Access to Jobs: Columbus has a number of major
employment centres but challenges connecting
workers to jobs. Their primary solution was to
Figure 3-3: Columbus’ Vision (Columbus Smart City
develop smart corridors and concentrate publica
Application, p1)
transport services on these corridors, and address
first/ last mile challenges (by partnering with transportation network companies and microtransit) to connect employment with the workforce
Smart Logistics: Columbus is a multi-modal inland port and a major freight hub. The concern
was the congestion would impact on freight and the focus will be on improving efficiency by
enhancing the quality and timeliness of traffic data and to develop a routing app for trucks
Connected Visitors: with a number of sports stadiums, a zoo, airport, shops and medical
centres, events can impact on traffic in the City. Columbus plans to develop realtime
information for traffic and parking as well as transit options. The focus will be to seed-fund a
private sector app for a specific event with an expectation that private funding will expand this
to other events and other cities
Connected Citizens: Columbus plans to tackle its challenges regarding access to jobs, healthcare
and education by focusing on one neighbourhood. In Linden, the City will work with public and
private sector transportation service providers to rationalise services and offer more efficient
mobility options
Sustainable Transportation: Columbus already has a Green Community Plan and a major
Smart Grid project. They plan to stimulate a change to vehicle type and travel habits that will
result in greater uptake of electric vehicles by expanding the network of charging stations
through incentives and policy changes.

The City will work with “implementation partners” to implement “demonstration projects” to
showcase these strategies (see Figure 3-4).

10

Figure 3-4: Columbus Partnership Organisation Structure (Columbus Smart City Application, p13)
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Columbus’s Smart City vision is built around a demonstration project, see Figure 3-5, that will
provide improved mobility services, connected communities and a prosperous environment for
economic activity. Underpinning this demonstration project is investment in technologies such as
sensors, apps and communication technologies, as well as preparing the network for emerging
connected and autonomous vehicle technologies.

Figure 3-5: Columbus’ demonstration project site map (Columbus Smart City Application, p18)

Columbus have identified five ‘highlights’ of the projects within their Smart City strategy and
demonstration project:

12

Figure 3-6: Columbus’ demonstration project strategy highlights (Columbus Smart City Application,
p16)

Within these strategies specific projects, and project elements,
have been identified as central to achieving Columbus’ future
Smart City vision. Project types are presented in detail in
Figure 3-8 and are aligned with elements of their Smart City
vision along with examples of potential solutions that could be
implemented in the future.
All projects and trials will be planned within the defined vision
and values of Columbus’ Smart City strategy and will
complement each other in addressing the needs of Columbus’
people and businesses. A shown in Figure 3-7 these projects
will provide opportunities for ongoing learning and
development with an emphasis on evaluation highlighting
Columbus’ implementation of a cycle for continuous
improvement.
Columbus’ Smart City Program Office with collate evaluation
and performance data and be tasked with synthesising findings
across all projects to seek opportunities for “synergy, greater
efficiency, multiple benefits and lower costs.”

13

Figure 3-7: Columbus’ demonstration project
model (Columbus Smart City Application, p14)

Figure 3-8: Columbus Smart City projects and alignment with Smart City vision elements (Columbus
Smart City Application, p17)

Our team is particularly inspired by Columbus’ setting of strong targets, metrics and outcomes.
Columbus, after describing its region as “performance-driven and outcome-oriented”, pledged to
achieve tangible results from its Smart City strategies across a broad range of outcomes including:
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✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

“Reduce the crash rate by 15% by 2035.
No disproportionate adverse affect on minority or poverty populations.
Reduce commuter drive-alone rate from 83% to 78% by 2035.
Increase the percent of population in urban areas within 3/4 mile from bus stop from
69% to 80% by 2035.
Increase the percent of population within 3/4 mile from bikeways from 62% to 80% by
2035.
Increase density of population and jobs within 3/4 miles of arterials from 4.1 to 6.0
people and jobs per acre.
Stay in air quality compliance through 2035.
Congestion levels no worse than today throughout the planning period.
95% of pavement in acceptable condition by 2035.
Reduce structurally deficient, functionally obsolete bridges by 25% by 2035” p. 27.

The Vision statement concluded by considering risks and the capability of the City and Smart City
partners to deliver the vision, strategies and implementation projects.

3.4.1

Relevance to Wellington

We highlight several specific elements of Columbus’ approach that would benefit our own thinking
when considering investment in technology in Wellington and the region:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Columbus built on the foundations of existing plans and technology achievements, already has
shared mobility options in place, public EV charging network (see example for “Connected
Visitors” strategy). This gives confidence that the City can progress its plan and acknowledges
the projects that underpin the city’s future
A focus on outcomes, guided by the benefits of solving or preventing existing or anticipated
challenges.
Initial corridor or neighbourhood focus, due to budget limitations and for the purposes of
piloting, with a view to scaling to the city or creating opportunities for business to on-sell a
product elsewhere.
Bus Rapid Transit at the core, with first-last mile challenges built in, and looking at connecting
workplaces to employment.
Not merely focused on commuting, but taking a broader view to consider events, the zoo,
healthcare, education and airport connections.
Link to tangible, measurable targets (similar to what NZTA’s business case approach might
require for a project to qualify for funding).
Foundation in relevant work completed to date.
Partnership approach (Wellington will need to build this if it is to succeed).
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3.5 US DOT’s ‘Smart City Challenge’ lessons learnt report
In December 2015, the USA Department of
Transportation launched their ‘Smart City Challenge’
which invited medium sized cities (200k to 850k people
within the city), across America to share their ideas for
how they would “create an integrated, first-of-its-kind
smart transportation system that would use data,
applications and technology to help people and goods
move faster, cheaper and more efficiently.”8. The
Challenge was sparked by USDOT’s February 2015,
report “Beyond Traffic 2045: Trends and Choices”9,
which provided a comprehensive assessment of current
and future conditions, highlighted that if the US didn’t
change the transportation system that enabled its rise
would, by 2045, bring it down, and highlighted the role
of technology and smart mobility in solving or
preventing congestion, making transport more efficient,
less hungry for infrastructure and reducing its
environmental and social impact.
The US DOT’s Smart City Challenge invited medium-sized cities to participate because they are
expected to experience the most rapid rates of growth as the US population increases by an
anticipated 70 million people over the next three decades. The winner was awarded a US$40M
grant, further “in-kind” technology contributions worth US$10M, and they were required to raise
US$50M in funding from business technology partners to be eligible for the Challenge. In short,
the winning city will be working with a budget of US$100M made up of DOT funding, in-kind
donations and funding from business partners.
In total 78 cities responded in Round 1 and from these, in March 2016, 7 finalists were selected to
develop their ideas for Round 2. In June 2016, the Challenge winner was announced: Columbus,
Ohio won (see section 3.4). See map of applicants, finalists are highlighted in dark blue.

8 https://www.transportation.gov/policy-initiatives/smartcity/smart-city-challenge-lessons-building-cities-future last accessed 27 Jan

2017
9

https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/BeyondTraffic_tagged_508_final.pdf last accessed 27 Jan 2017
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The ‘Vision Statements’ for the seven finalists were published on the USDOT’s website last year and
highlights of the applications have been discussed at a number of conferences. In January 2017, the
DoT published a report which describes lessons learnt from the challenge. It is a well-written and
very accessible document which details the common themes and the differences between the
applications. Seventy-eight cities between generate a lot of ideas! The USDOT Smart City Challenge
categorised the ideas within the submissions into the following themes and provided examples of
some of the most innovative components:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

How we move.
How we move things.
How we adapt.
How we move better.
How we grow opportunity for all.
How we align decisions and dollars.

3.5.1

How we Move

“Travellers in cities face a range of challenges: heavy traffic, a lack of parking, trip planning
complexity and unsafe biking and walking conditions, but in spite of this, more Americans are
chosing to live in cities, particularly young Americans. To combat congestion, the finalists proposed
a wide range of strategies including:
•
•
•
•

Integrated mobility marketplaces to allow easy planning and payment for multi-modal trips.
Expanding bikeshare, carshare and rideshare options.
Improving public transport reliability by expanding bus rapid transit, intelligent traffic signals
to prioritise buses and providing real time information to the public.
Warning systems for busy intersections to improve safety for vulnerable road users.

San Francisco stated that one of its challenges was traffic growing as people were pushed further
out of the city to find affordable housing, it aimed to solve this with a comprehensive, technology
enabled carpooling programme. Portland proposed dynamic pricing within their mobility
marketplace that would allow special discounts or free bikeshare or public transport trips e.g. to a
sporting event.

3.5.2

How we move things

The USDOT predicts that freight volumes will grow by more than 40% of the next 30 years. Truck
drivers face unique challenges in urban areas ranging from picking the right route, parking and
sharing road space with cyclists and pedestrians. And when freight gets delayed, the price of good
goes up for consumers. The finalists proposed:
•
•
•

Improving reliability for freight by installing signals to prioritise freight along corridors.
Providing truckies with realtime parking availability through a sensor network.
Demonstrating the potential for automated and connected freight vehicles, platooning etc. to
make movements safer and to reduce emissions.

Austin proposed “freight lockers” and “food lockers” at residential stations to facilitate package and
grocery deliveries. Auckland Transport have a similar offering through a series of lockers at busway
stations.

3.5.3

How we adapt

This element of the proposals focused on improving air quality and reducing climate change
impacts by accelerating the transition from fossil fuel to electric vehicles. Strategies included:
•
•
•
•

Installing EV charging infrastructure
Supporting EV uptake by taxi and transportation network company fleets
Converting public fleets e.g. buses, police cars, rubbish trucks to EVs
Subsidising private EV purchase

Portland’s application included plans to convert 36,000 streetlights to LEDs to release capacity for
charging. Portland also planned to trial wireless charging. Denver planned to install a network of
120 charging stations. Pittsburgh planned to establish smart streetlights with sensors to monitor
local air quality.

3.5.4

How we move better

This component covered automated and connected vehicles and advances in data processing and
insights. The Smart City finalists proposed:
•
•
•

Closed circuit cameras and sensors to collect data on traffic, walkers and cyclists and public
transport reliability, road condition and events e.g. earthquakes.
Collecting data from vehicle probes, connected vehicles and connected infrastructure.
Established open data platforms and inviting citizens to participate in hackathons.

The intention was to provide and enable an effective and efficient mobility system based on data,
and to gain the public’s confidence that data was handled through a secure, privacy-driven
platform.
Kansas wanted to become a “quantified community” by collecting and analysing data on travel
flows, crashes, energy usage, air pollution, and health and physical activity. They wanted to make
this data available to promote studies in transportation engineering, urban systems operation,
social sciences and to promote entrepreneurship and empower their citizens.

3.5.5

How we grow opportunity for all

The finalists all emphasized the need to empower and include all of its citizens and reduce historic
racial or economic divides that had been perpetuated by planning, infrastructure and sprawl. Cities
wanted to plan a smart future transportation system that worked for all of their residents, not just
the wealthy or tech savvy. The seven finalists proposed over 60 unique strategies to achieve this,
including:
•
•
•
•

Improving first/ last mile options.
Expanding access to free WiFi on buses, taxis and in parks.
Developing apps for non-English speakers and people with disabilities.
Universal transportation payment cards for people without bank accounts, and subsidising
travel for people on low incomes.

Portland planned to create an app for paratransit and to develop an app for smooth walking routes
in its city (i.e. step-free routes and ADA approved ramps). Austin planned to deploy “smart
ambassadors” to partner with community organisations to demonstrate new technologies and
engage with citizens in underserved communities to understand their needs.

3.5.6

How we align decisions and dollars

This section of the Lessons Learned report addressed the challenges that many cities were facing to
make what are becoming increasingly complex decisions about spend on transport in the face of
reducing budgets, and infrastructure that has fallen into a state of disrepair because of decades of
underinvestment. The finalists proposed to use technology to create efficiencies, improve public
services, support innovation and private sector investment, and engage citizens on the planning
process. Proposals included:
•

Building integrated data platforms to combine public and private sector data

•
•

Developing new open data portals with real-time interfaces to spur innovation, stimulate
research and increase transparency
Using new data sources e.g. sensors, video processing, smartphone app data, crowdsourcing, to
inform policymakers and promote better spending of limited tax payer dollars.

Austin planned to optimise commutes by rethinking land use planning i.e. promoting
redevelopment, infill and transit-oriented development to reduce car dependency and increase the
use of active modes and public transport.

3.5.7

Relevance to Wellington

The relevance of the challenge to Wellington and for other ‘medium-sized’ cities outside the USA is
that they are competing against each other to retain and attract business and international talent.
In addition, the key components offer a structure that is recognisable internationally and so can be
used as a template or guide.
There was only one challenge winner, but many of the cities that entered the Challenge are pushing
ahead with implementation plans for their Smart City vision and the Challenge has spurred on
international efforts by cities to become “smart”.
Further, and separate to the USDOT Smart City Challenge, the US is continuing to encourage
advances in transportation technology. In October 2016:
•

USDOT announced an additional US$65 million in grants to support community-driven
advanced technology transportation projects in cities across America, including four of the
finalists in the Smart City Challenge.10 The four finalists benefited from:
»
»

»
»
•

Pittsburgh- $11M to deploy smart traffic signal technology along major travel corridors
(expected to reduce delays by 40%).
San Fransisco- $11M to implement connected vehicle technologies (including a shared,
autonomous shuttle pilot), detect red-light violations and interact with personal devices to
prioritise pedestrian travel and safety at intersections.
Denver- $6M to upgrade its traffic management centre, build a connected vehicle network
and install automated pedestrian detection at difficult crosswalks.
Portland- Trimet, the public transport agency, will receive funds to integrate shared-use
mobility into its existing trip planning app, solving the first/last mile challenge.

The USDOT announced $8 million in funding for Mobility on Demand public transportation
projects through the “Mobility on Demand Sandbox 1.0”11 . DOT’s share of the funding was
limited to 80% and the applicants were required to provide the local share of the net project
cost in cash, or in-kind. Winners were announced in January 2017.

It is of significance that applicants to the Smart City Challenge developed their proposals based on
a defined budget and were required to work in partnership and raise funds from businesses to meet
eligibility criteria.
Further, following the 2015 publication of ‘Beyond Traffic’, the US identified “Beyond Traffic
Innovation Centres” to serve as thought leaders responsible for continuing the conversation
surrounding the future of transportation for their mega-region. Wellington should continue to
10

https://www.transportation.gov/smartcity/

11

https://www.transportation.gov/Briefing-Room/MOD-Fact-Sheet-2016

monitor discoveries and innovations in these centres to improve its own network operations and
smart motorways.12

3.6 Transport for New South Wales- On Demand Transport,
Expression of Innovation
In late 2016, Transport for NSW
called for expressions of interest to
pilot mobility on demand services,
with a plan to release these to
market in July-September 2017.
The material released as part of the
briefing included:

•
•

• scenarios of possible
transportation futures.
• an explanation for why TfNSW
wished to engage with business.
• the problems that TfNSW
wished to solve through the pilots.
details of when the pilots would run, where and the scope of services.
evaluation criteria.

See slides below for more detail.

12

https://www.transportation.gov/BeyondTraffic last accessed 27 January 2016
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